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Dialogue writing in english between two friends pdf

Below are some short conversations between two people. The conversations are about , 2 friends meeting by chance, 2 people ask what they are doing for a living and the last is about 2 friends meeting at the cinema. Click this link to view over 36 lessons on conversations if you have a friend or a class friend each take turns with each
conversation and swop roles. Conversation about a short conversation between 2 old friends meeting by chance at a café Sarah: Hey Jason, what about, it's been a long time since we last met? Jason: Oh, hey Sarah I've got a new job now and is doing well. What do you think? Sarah: Not so bad. Jason: How often do you eat at this café?
Sarah: This is my first time my friends kept telling me the food was great, so tonight I decided to try it. What have you been up to? Jason: I've been so busy with my new job that I haven't had time to do much else, but otherwise me and the family are all fine. Sarah: Yes, I hope you and your family have a lovely meal. Jason: Yes you too.
Conversations about two people ask each other what they do for a living. David: Hi, my name is David It's nice to meet you. Jenny: Hi, I'm Jenny. It's my good to meet you. David: Is sorry. What was your name again? Jenny: Jenny.David: So Jenny, What do you do for a living? Jenny: I work at the local school that teaches English. What
kind of a living one are you? David: I am also an English teacher, but am currently out of work. Jenny: Sorry to hear that. It's been really nice talking to you. David: Yes. It was a great pleasure to meet you. Conversation about two friends meeting by chance at the movies. Bob: Hey Jason, it's good to see you again. Jason: Wow, it's great to
see you, how long has it been? It most be more than 6 months. I'm doing great. What do you think? Bob: Not so bad. Jason: What movie will you and your family see? Bob: I came here to see the Simpsons movie. What do you think? Jason: I'm going to watch Terminator 4. Click this link to view over 36 lessons on conversations Lessons
related to this To view a lesson just click on the link. Conversations Swedish lessons Greeting and introductions, talking to strangers Greeting someone learning English Greetings and introductions English lesson Greeting someone you know learn English basics Easy pace Learning online dictionary and how to use dictionaries Click on
the following link for Online English dictionary - English lesson Conversation between two friends: The conversation between two friends can be a general talk or casual one. They could talk about any topic related to their daily lives. It is completely dependent on different scenarios. Many people have a discussion about their jobs, many
people discuss their monthly budget and income or daily activities, students could discuss studies or summer vacations. Two friends when they meet after a long time, sometimes have long conversations. People were able to communicate on what as in English or Hindi or in their Language. Let's see here some of the conversions that
happened between two friends in different situations. Conversation between two friends meeting after a long TimeAnkita: Hi Kavya, How are you? It's been a long time since we've met. Kavya: Oh Hi Ankita, I'm doing great. What do you think? Ankita: I'm fine too. So where are you working right now? Kavya: I work at bosch company.
Ankita: Oh, really. It's a good company. What's your post there? Kavya: I work as a Software Engineer. Ankita: That's really nice to hear. Kavya: Thanks Ankita! So what are you up to these days? Ankita: I'm a travel blogger. I used to travel to different places and explore different cultures and varieties of food to write it in my blog. I would
also ask you to follow my blog. Kavya: Sure Ankita. I will certainly follow it. You do a great job by letting people know about different parts of the world. Ankita: Thanks Kavya! Kavya: Hey, why don't you join me and my family for tomorrow's lunch. They will also be happy to see you. Ankita: Actually, that's a good idea. I'd love to meet them.
Kavya: So it's decided. You'll be at our place tomorrow at 1:00. I'll see you then. Ankita: Ok Kavya. I'll see you tomorrow then. Long conversation between two friends about StudyKavya: Hey Ankita, how are your studies going on? Ankita: Hey Kavya, it's going pretty well. But I face little difficulty solving some Maths problems. Kavya: Oh
really. Can I find out what problems they are? Maybe I could help you with this. Ankita: Sure Kavya. It's related to the trigonometry substance. Kavya: Well, luckily, I really like that topic. I think we can study along with the whole concept mentioned as per syllabus. You can come to my house after school to study. I can even give you some
tips to remember the formulas based on this topic. Ankita: It's a good idea Kavya. We can study together to clear each other doubts. Moreover, our parents will have no problem with this. So, let's start it from tomorrow. Kavya: Ok Ankita.Conversation Between two friends About PollutionAnkita: Hi Kavya, how are you? Kavya: I'm doing
great. What do you think? Ankita: I'm good too. How do you deal with Delhi pollution? Kavya: It's really scary, especially in winters. I recently ordered a pollution mask to reduce the effect of pollution, but we can't wear it all the time. But what do we need to do at home? Ankita: Air purifier. Don't they work well? Kavya: They do, but not
everyone can afford it. Also, would you like to run them for hours every day and many months? Ankita: You've got a point. I'm also going to buy a pollution mask. What would you suggest? Kavya: I bought an N90 mask for INR 2,500/-. I've examined the cheap ones too, the one that costs 20-30 rupees for a single piece, but they turn out to
be more expensive. Ankita: More expensive? How? Kavya: The cheaper ones can best be used for 2 to 3 times. While who I am can be used for a few hundred hours. So the value of cheap sums up quickly. And even the cheap ones aren't as effective as the N90 I use to refine the pollution. It's important, isn't it? What is the purpose of
using a mask if it is not to clean the toxic impurities? Ankita: I agree with you. Anything else about pollution respirators? Kavya: Prefers a mask with exhalation valves. Valves help you breathe easily, especially when you are out of breath after exercise or climbing stairs and stop the accumulation of moisture. Kavya: We have inhaled the
toxic air in recent years. Do you see any reduction in pollution levels in the near future, say this winter? Ankita: I think it will be minimal at best. Vehicle pollution can be tackled by taking fuel inefficient, polluting old vehicles off the roads, but it will happen. Who will bell the cat to control stubble burning in neighboring countries? The
construction project is the easiest of the three to control. Kavya: How about pollution from fireworks at Diwali? Ankita: There have been some restrictions on the use of biscuits at least in Delhi, but implementation is not easy. To be fair, I'm not too concerned about biscuits because their impact is only for a few days. I am more concerned
about the month-by-month high level of pollution increasing from other circumstances. Kavya: I agree, but I think residents also have some part in controlling pollution. We can stop people from burning polyethylene bags and other hazardous waste in winter. We can also reach construction activities in our area during the period it is
prohibited. Ankita: Right. What we usually don't pay attention to is the case that pollution, especially during the winter months, is not just a Delhi aspect. It seizes most of north India. The Air Quality Index (AQI) of small cities like Gwalior, Agra and Lucknow often becomes more critical than Delhi's, and they don't get the same coverage in
national media as metro cities like Delhi do. Kavya: That's correct. And pollution is imposing such a heavy toll on human life. I read in the paper that India has the dubious difference of most extinction due to pollution and most of them are associated with air pollution. In 2015, more than 2.5 million people died in India as a result of
pollution. Ankita: I also remember reading in the newspaper that AQI in New Delhi enrolled satisfactory zone for the first time in many months during the rainy season. The circumstances have come to such a way that we have an outing of relief when AQI goes from very bad to bad category. Imagine, satisfactory levels come once in a few
months and that also of the harmony of nature (precipitation). AQI in the good division seems like a distant dream. Kavya: You've summarized the situation pretty well. Let us hope that conditions improve. Ankita: Yes.FAQ is on Conversation between two FriendsQuestion 1. What is a between two friends? Answer: The conversation
between friends are the basic talk they do when they meet after a long time, or on any particular topic, where they share their ideas and opinions. Question 2. How do you start a conversation with friends in English? Answer: To start a conversation with friends:Greet the person firstAsk his/her well-beingThen start discussing any topic.
Question 3. What is a dialogue conversation? Answer: Dialogue is between two people. Most of the dialogue covers Q&amp;A, requests and information. Dialogue is an exchange of conversations between two people. Dialogue is for this purpose. Question 4. How do you keep a conversation interesting? Answer: Find what to say in your
favorite topics. Ask open questions. One way to keep a conversation going is to get the other person to talk. Let the other person end the silenceAlways be a good listener. Get a simple and easy conversation between doctor and patient about Head Ach, Fever, Cancer. Cancer.
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